
ALL THINGS
 

NEWSLETTER
This Is Your Wake Up Call 

22 million Americans have sleep apnea, and 80% don't

know it. That's an alarming number of people!
 

This month, Aeroflow Sleep's back to the basics. We're

revisiting how to tell if you have sleep apnea, what the

common sleep apnea symptoms are, and why overall

better sleep is so important to your everyday life.
 

We're also dropping a surprise giveaway

tomorrow morning, June 7th on Instagram.
 

Plus, June is Professional Wellness Month, so we'll be

covering some tips and tricks that were specifically curated

for our entrepreneurial friends and family.
 

Stay tuned, read on, and amplify your wake up call! 
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DOES SLEEP APNEA IMPACT YOUR
WORK PERFORMANCE?

Having trouble with irritability, excessive daytime
sleepiness, even memory and cognition? It could
be sleep apnea, and it's probably impacting your
work performance.

CURRENT PROJECTS:
LENDING OUR EARS
At this very moment, sleep experts from all across
the country are gathering together in Indianapolis
to discuss the latest discoveries, challenges, and
innovations the PAP industry is facing.

We're talking about the annual American
Academy of Sleep Medicine conference, and
members of the Aeroflow Sleep team are there
right now. However, unlike our competitors
seeking the spotlight, we're just lending our ears.

Dr. Carleara Weiss delves into some of these
symtpoms, what's causing them, and which
professions are at the highest risk; all in this
month's episode of "Weiss Words."

Yes, we're here to listen; not to subjugate, and we
do this so that the Aeroflow Sleep community can
benefit from our learnings. It's our goal to
understand and adapt on your behalf, walking
away with new information but implementing
only those features that make the most sense for
you; our patient.

To ensure we learn the first things you want,
please email meagan.remmes@aeroflowinc.com
who is onsite at the conference; we'll ask! 



If you're a new sleep apnea patient and have not
worked with Aeroflow before, click the button:

Our team of dedicated Sleep Specialists will verify
if your insurance is in-network with us, negotiate
the best possible coverage for your preferred PAP
supplies, and add the mask-fitting technology to
your first order at no additional cost.

IN THE KNOW
WITH AEROFLOW

A.I. FOR CPAP MASK FITTING
People who have an ill-fitting CPAP mask are 60%
more likely to stop PAP therapy. That's why
Aeroflow Sleep offers a revolutionary mask-fitting
technology for both new and existing patients.

If you're already a member of the Aeroflow Sleep family, ask the Sleep Specialist
you're paired with for the direct mask-fitting technology.

WHAT DOES THE MASK-FITTING TECHNOLOGY LOOK LIKE?
A.I. is a term that gets thrown around a lot these days, but it's not something
to be intimidated by. The mask-fitting technology link will come directly to your
smartphone, then all we need from you is a selfie.

CHECK YOUR ELIGIBILITY

I'M A NEW PATIENT. HOW DO I START?

I'M ALREADY AN AEROFLOW SLEEP PATIENT. HOW DO I START?

Our exclusive algorithm will use the photo to compare your unique face shape
to all of the CPAP masks Aeroflow Sleep offers. It will determine your perfect
brand, model, size, and more. It's that easy!
Plus, we'll save the data for your next order, allowing Aeroflow Sleep to supply
you with the right mask when the time for replacement comes.

SOUNDS GREAT! I'M USING AEROFLOW SLEEP TO FIND MY CPAP MASK

https://aeroflowsleep.com/promo/newsletter-qualify-form
https://aeroflowsleep.com/promo/newsletter-qualify-form


CPAP MASK LEAKS
5 PROBLEMS AND

HOW TO EASILY FIX THEM

Regular Business Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 AM - 5 PM EST

 
Phone: 1-800-480-5491 | Fax: 1-866-903-3640

 
Email: info@aeroflowsleep.com

 
Your inquiry is very important to us!

CONTACT US

READ PRESS

READ BLOG

8 LIKELY REASONS
WHY YOU CAN'T SLEEP
EVEN THOUGH YOU'RE SO TIRED

https://www.realsimple.com/why-cant-you-sleep-7495940
https://shop.aeroflowsleep.com/blog/cpap-mask-leaks



